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a b s t r a c t
This study examines the effect of ﬁrm investment on stock returns by using data on the Chinese stock market. We
ﬁnd that stocks with higher investment experience lower future returns and there is an obvious investment effect
in the Chinese stock market. The investment effect is stronger for ﬁrms that have higher cash ﬂows, lower debt or
for state-owned ﬁrms. We further explore the relation between investment and returns over the 3 years around
portfolio formation. The results show that the high investment ﬁrms earn higher returns than low investment
ﬁrms before portfolio formation; however the high investment ﬁrms earn lower returns than low investment
ﬁrms after portfolio formation, such evidence is supportive of investor's overreaction explanation. Additionally,
the stock returns don't necessarily decrease after investment, and the stock returns don't signiﬁcantly positively
correlate with ﬁrm proﬁtability or book-to-market, so the result don't support risk-based explanation. Overall,
both our portfolio sort and two-stage cross-sectional regression analysis show that behavioral ﬁnance theories
are better than risk-based theories in explaining the investment anomaly. Evidence from the Chinese stock market provides a useful perspective to understand the debate on the investment anomaly.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As a pillar of modern ﬁnance theory, the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) has been supported by early empirical studies (see, for example, Fama and MacBeth, 1973). But later researchers ﬁnd that the
CAPM has difﬁculty explaining some of the patterns of the crosssection of asset returns, these ﬁndings being referred to as anomalies.
The most prominent anomalies are size effect, book-market effect,
reverse effect and momentum effect (Fama and French, 1992;
DeBondt and Thaler, 1985; Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993). Academics
and practitioners are very concerned about these studies. Academics
are concerned with the anomalies' causes, i.e., whether the anomalies
arise from risk or mispricing; practitioners can construct the portfolio
based on these empirical studies to obtain excess returns. Recent literature documents that there is investment effect or asset growth effect in
the international stock markets. For instance, Cooper et al. (2008), Liu
et al. (2009), Cooper and Priestley (2011) among others, have found
that companies that invest more or grow more tend to earn lower subsequent risk-adjusted returns in the American stock market, and vice
versa; Gray and Johnson (2011) ﬁnd a similar pattern in Australian
equity market; Titman et al. (2010), Watanabe et al. (2013) study the
investment effect in international stock markets. They ﬁnd that the
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negative relation between asset growth and stock return is stronger in
developed markets than in emerging markets.
In order to explain the investment effect, there are two different explanations for this anomaly: one is rational and the other is behavioral.
A series of theoretical models based on real option theory, q-theory of
investment and behavioral ﬁnance theory are proposed, and extensive
empirical studies are carried out. The rational camp includes q-theory
of investment (Liu et al., 2009; Li and Zhang, 2010; Watanabe et al.,
2013) and real option theory (Berk et al., 1999; Carlson et al., 2006);
The behavioral camp includes overreaction to past growth by investors
as they value ﬁrms (e.g. Cooper et al., 2008) and market under-reaction
to the over-investment tendency of corporate managers (Titman et al.,
2004; Titman et al., 2010).
There are a few researches on the investment effect of the Chinese
stock market, Titman et al. (2010) and Watanabe et al. (2013) take
the Chinese stock market as one of the sample of emerging markets,
and preliminarily study the investment effect of the Chinese stock market from the perspective of cross-country comparisons. They ﬁnd that
investment effect exists internationally. Titman et al. (2010) allocate
stocks into quintile based on annual investment indicator according to
1994–2005 data of the Chinese stock market, and ﬁnd that investment
negatively correlates with stock returns. Watanabe et al. (2013) document that there is a signiﬁcant investment effect on individual stock
levels in China according to data of 1996–2006. For the period from
1994 to 2007, Yao et al. (2011) also ﬁnd an obvious negative relation
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between asset growth and subsequent stock returns. Because of different research purposes, these papers don't specially study the Chinese
stock market in depth and they don't disentangle the cause of the
investment anomaly.
This paper examines the association between investment and the
cross-section of Chinese stock returns on the basis of the two camps.
As an emerging and transitional capital market, the Chinese stock
market has a unique ownership structure, market structure and investor structure relative to developed markets. So the empirical result
and theoretical explanation of international stock markets may not
apply to China. In this paper, the 1996–2011 data are adopted to discuss
the following issues: is there the investment effect in the Chinese stock
market? If there is the investment effect, whether risk factors or
behavioral factors lead to it? To ensure the robustness of the results,
we equally divide the entire sample period into two sub-periods and
test respectively.
The empirical approaches adopted in this paper are consistent with
much of the prior literature that explores the relation between stock
characteristics and returns. There are two approaches commonly used
in this ﬁeld: one is portfolio analysis and the other is cross-section
regression analysis. Portfolio analysis means that stocks are sorted into
portfolios annually by the stock characteristics, raw returns or riskadjusted returns of each portfolio are examined for evidence of anomaly; cross-section regression analysis moves from portfolio level to
individual stock level and applies Fama and MacBeth (1973) crosssectional regressions to examine the relationship between characteristic and returns. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages. Portfolio analysis intuitively, clearly reﬂects the picture of
how returns vary with the characteristic variable, and can calculate
the zero-investment portfolio (short low-return portfolio, long
high-return portfolio) return; however, with this method it is difﬁcult to conduct multivariate tests and difﬁcult to test the functional
form. In regression analysis it is easy to conduct multivariate tests,
but the technique is susceptible to the inﬂuence of extreme outliers,
and there may be t bias because this method limits the functional
form to be linear. To ensure the results are robust, this paper will take
two approaches to empirical analysis.
Using a series of empirical studies, we show that there is signiﬁcant
investment effect in the Chinese stock market. In the cross-section,
ﬁrms that invest more have lower stock returns than ﬁrms that invest
less. The negative relation between investment and returns is shown
to be stronger for ﬁrms with overinvestment tendency; this shows
that over-investment is an important reason leading to investment effect. In the time-series, ﬁrms that invest more (less) have lower (higher)
return than before, and vice versa. The relation between investment and
returns is in the opposite direction between pre-formation period and
post-formation period. In pre-formation period, ﬁrms with high investment have higher returns, but in post-formation period, ﬁrms with high
investment have lower returns, this result shows that investors overreact to ﬁrm investment. Stock returns do not necessarily decline after
assets expansion. In addition, stock returns don't signiﬁcantly positively
correlate with book-to-market or proﬁtability, controlling for the investment indicator. The results don't support the risk-based theory.
Our evidences suggest that investment is an important inﬂuencing
factor of stock returns, and the behavioral ﬁnance theory has better
explanation to the investment effect.
Relative to existing papers, our incremental contribution to the
literature is trying to disentangle the competing explanations for the
investment effect of the Chinese stock market. Our ﬁndings provide a
useful perspective to understand the debate on the relation between
ﬁrm investment activities and stock returns.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews
the relevant literature and develops testable hypotheses. Section 3
describes the data and variable construction. Section 4 presents the
results of the portfolio analysis. Section 5 presents the results of
the cross-section regression analysis. Section 6 is for the robustness

analysis. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses implications
for the Chinese stock market.
2. Literature review and hypothesis development
There are two rival explanations for the investment effect. Behavioral
ﬁnance theory provides cognitive bias-based explanations; real option
and q theory provide risk-based explanations (see, for example, Cooper
and Priestley, 2011; Lam and Wei, 2011; Li and Zhang, 2010). Based on
these explanations, we outline hypotheses that can be tested using the
Chinese data.
2.1. Behavioral ﬁnance theory
Behavioral ﬁnance theory suggests that investors have limited
attention and cognitive processing power. When investors face vast
and complex information, investor decision-making does not fully comply with the rational assumption of expected utility maximization and
Bayesian learning rule, but often use a rule of thumb. The rule of
thumb is a cognitive shortcut and helps in making decisions using part
of the information available. When the decision-making is subject to
the time limit, information overload, or lack of sufﬁcient information,
the rule of thumb can help investors make the second-best option.
So the rule of thumb may lead to systematic errors of asset prices
(Lakonishok et al., 1994; Cooper et al., 2008).
In addition to the impact of individual behavior, limited rational
investors are subject to the inﬂuence of group behavior in the complex
environment. Due to group psychology, social pressures, information
uncertainty, public opinion and so on, investors may give up their
decision-making criteria and show herd behavior, which leads to systematic bias of asset prices. Because of risk and cost constraints, arbitrageurs have difﬁculty eliminating price bias, and the efﬁcient market
hypothesis doesn't hold (Lakonishok et al., 1994; Cooper et al., 2008).
High investment might contain two aspects of information. The
positive aspect is that the high investment represents better investment
opportunities and development prospects; the negative aspect is that
high investment relates to manager's overinvestment, which isn't conducive to ﬁrm's long term development. Therefore, the mis-pricing
may be caused by investor's overreaction to positive information or
under-reaction to negative information (Titman et al., 2009; Cooper
et al., 2008; Titman et al. 2004).
Much psychological evidence indicates that individuals form their
predictions of the future without consideration of mean reversion. The
investment is subject to mean reversion like other things, investors
don't take this into account. When the investors forecast the ﬁrm's
growth based on the rule of thumb, they overestimate the sustainability
of investment, which leads to overestimation of (underestimate) high
(low) investment ﬁrm's equity price (i.e. extrapolation bias). In the
long run, as investors gradually understand the relevant information,
the mis-pricing will be corrected, so the returns of high investment
ﬁrm will be below the low investment ﬁrm. Cooper et al. (2008) show
that investors overreact to the positive information of ﬁrm investment.
On the other hand, the managers who are empire builders have a
tendency to over-invest; however investors fail to appreciate the negative information of investment, which leads to mis-pricing. As investors
don't fully understand the agency problem of over-investment, they
may over-value a ﬁrm with large investments by over-valuing its potential future earnings. In the subsequent period, when investors are aware
of adverse effects of overinvestment, the returns of high investment
ﬁrm will be below the low investment ﬁrm. Titman et al. (2004) and
Titman et al. (2010) suggest that investment effect is caused by
investor's under-reaction to negative information of investment.
As an emerging and transitional market, the Chinese stock market is
greatly inﬂuenced by institutional factors and policy changes. There is
much noise in the stock market, so it is difﬁcult for investors, especially
to non-information investors, to obtain timely, truthful, comprehensive

